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South African Mathematics Foundation

Foreword by Executive Director, Professor Kerstin Jordaan
The 2018 academic year has been an enlightening and exciting year. The
South African Mathematics Foundation (SAMF) team would like to thank
all the learners, teachers and parents who participated in our
programmes. We also value the support of our sponsors for their
contribution in advancing quality mathematics education in South Africa.
This will in turn improve the quality of teaching and learning of
mathematics.
In my new role as Executive Director since the 1st of August 2018, I would
like to have your continued support as we move on to a new year which is
filled with many possibilities. The SAMF needs to be a major contributor
in creating awareness of, developing skills in and expanding the base of
mathematics excellence towards an innovative landscape in South Africa.
It is these skills that will bring SAMF to change the way Mathematics can
contribute to a vibrant and innovative South Africa.
Our flagship project the South African Mathematics Olympiad (SAMO) had a record breaking number of 106 280
learners writing the First Round. The South African team was ranked 62nd out of 107 countries at the 2018
International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) in Romania. The South African Pan African Mathematics Olympiad
(PAMO) team came out with flying colours ending up as winners in the overall competition, as well as PAMO-G (the
competition for girls). This year 47 contestants from 9 African countries took part in the 26th PAMO in Kenya.
Having achieved so many milestones in 2018, the New Year can only bring better opportunities.

Yours in Mathematics
Prof Kerstin Jordaan
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2018 National Science Week highlights
The South African Mathematics Foundation (SAMF) hosted activities during the National Science Week (NSW) 30
July – 4 August 2018. The NSW, an initiative of the Department of Science and Technology (DST), is a countrywide
celebration of science involving various stakeholders and/or role players conducting science-based activities during
the week. SAMF’s activities aim to to popularise mathematics, to increase public awareness, understanding and
appreciation of mathematics and create an opportunity to share the beauty and importance of mathematics.
Parents, 302 learners, teachers and the general public attended the SAMF activities during the week at different
venues.
SAMF kicked off NSW by launching an online blog on http://www.samf.ac.za/blog on the 30th of July. Daily
interactive mathematics puzzles were posted on a daily basis. There were prizes up for grabs for getting the correct
answers. Sachin Reddy and Andi Qu walked away with digital vouchers worth R350 and R250.

On the 1st of August learners from Bokgoni Technical High school visited the South African Nuclear Energy
Corporation (NECSA) in Hartebeesport.
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There were also activities taking place at the University of Pretoria, Mamelodi campus. These activities included
different mathematical games such as morabaraba, tangrams, mind twister, a primary and secondary mathematics
relay and a DVD on Careers in Mathematics.

The highlight of the week was a fun filled day at the Soshanguve Mall on the 4th of August 2018. It included a
popular quiz game called Challenge the Champ. Four primary schools from Ga-Rankuwa and Winterveldt namely St
Joseph’s Kulani Primary School, Bodubelo Primary School, Thaba Primary School and Lesolang Primary School with
30 learners each were invited to participate.

13 year old Botlhale Chabalala from St Joseph’s Kulani Primary School in Winterveldt walked away with the first
place. The grade 7 learner was very nervous at first but grew confident as the quiz progressed. Thaba Primary
School came in second place.
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South African Mathematics Olympiad: An overview
SAMF has different programmes in place to pilot innovative ways of identifying learners with talent and improve
their mathematical performance and increase their problem solving skills. The South African Mathematics Olympiad
(SAMO) for grade 8-12 learners aims to develop mathematical talent amongst the youth. The results of the second
round of the SAMO are also used to select teams for the ASSA Mathematics Team Competition.
Learners undergo on-going training through the Mathematics Olympiad Training Programme and the Siyanqoba
Regional Olympiad Training Programme. The results of the training programme are then used to select teams to
represent South Africa in the International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) and the Pan African Mathematics
Olympiad (PAMO).
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Karabo Buthelezi: Confidence goes a long way
Karabo Buthelezi is a brilliant young learner from Swaneville, Krugersdorp whose mathematical talent was
discovered through the South African Mathematical Olympiad (SAMO). She hails from a public, quintile 2 school,
Lodirile High School and was awarded the prize for the Best Performing quintile 2 senior learner in the 2018 SAMO.
She hopes to one day be one of the SAMO top 10 medallists and be part of the South African Pan African
Mathematics Olympiad (PAMO) team. She believes that using past question papers and understanding the context
of the SAMO papers is the best way to conquer the questions asked in the Olympiad. Karabo is inspired by her
teachers and her mother.
Born in 2002 and raised by a single mom this aspiring engineer desires to grow in the mathematical field and
conquer the engineering sector. Her interest in engineering is sparked by her ability to solve complex problems. She
therefore feels that the SAMO equips her well for her future studies.
Entries for the 2019 edition of SAMO are now open and will close on the 1 st of February. All teachers and schools are
encouraged to enter their learners who will take part in three rounds that will advance their mathematical
competencies. By entering the SAMO, learners will be exposed to problems that will test and improve their thinking,
discovering and validation of problem solving methods. The entry form is available online at
http://www.samf.ac.za/sa-mathematics-olympiad.

Karabo Buthelezi receiving the prize as Best Performing quintile 2 senior learner at the SAMF national awards from
Mr Thomas Hagsphil, Chairperson Maths Olympiad Committee
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Getting to know the South African Mathematics Olympiad (SAMO) medallists
Junior medallists (Grades 8-9)
th

th

10 position:

Joint in 8 position:

From St David’s Marist Inanda in Johannesburg, Mohammed
Cassim

From Hoërskool Jim Fouché in Bloemfontein, Christine
Rossouw

Mohammed is a light-hearted and relaxed person who is generally
curious and eager to learn new things. He would like to have
dinner with Bill Gates – speaking to a person like Bill Gates would
be really inspiring. Whilst very well known for his co-founding of
Microsoft, Bill Gates is also a philanthropist, who donates a large
amount of money to charitable causes.

Christine is crazy about minions, photography and playing
sports. She would like to have dinner with Sherlock Holmes,
because she likes his way of thinking and reasoning.
From Hoërskool Stellenberg in Bellville, Emil Schnabel
Mathematics is Emil’s favourite subject and chess his
favourite sport for which he has Protea colors.

th

th

In 7 position:

In 6 position:

From Rustenburg Girls’ High School in Cape Town, Vivienne
Banks

From Rondebosch Boys’ High School in Cape Town,
André Toerien

Vivienne enjoys mathematics, music, reading and spending time
with her friends and family in the outdoors. She would like to
have dinner with her father, who passed away when she was four
years old.It would be really nice to have a conversation with him
and to actually 'meet' him again.

Music, computers and technology are André’s
favourite activities. The challenge of solving problems
and his mom’s threats of confiscating his phone are
what keeps him motivated. He would like to have
dinner with Leonardo da Vinci. He was a
mathematician, engineering, designer, astronomer and
artist - all in one!
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th

th

In 4 position:

In 5 position:

From Eden College in Durban, Jaedon Naidu
Jaedon has South African colours in chess and hopes to one
day achieve them in Mathematics. He would like to have
dinner with Srinivasa Ramanujan - a legend whose full
potential never got discovered.

rd

From Rondebosch Boys’ High School in Cape Town, Daniel
Schlesinger
Daniel plays the flute and particularly enjoys being in a
really fun concert band.
He would like to have dinner with Pythagoras, Euclid and
Fermat so that he could learn more about Mathematics.

In 3 position:

In 2nd position:

From St Peter’s College in Johannesburg, Yi Lou

From Herschel Girls’ School in Cape Town, Juliette Roux

Yi does not like being stuck in traffic and bad weather. He
would like to have dinner with Einstein, Hawking and
Leonardo da Vinci - it would be interesting to talk to them
about mathematics and science.

Juliette loves reading, watching Netflix and most
importantly spending time with her friends and family. She
is a keen violinist and devotes a lot of her time to practicing
and performing. Therefore she would like to have dinner
with Anne-Sophie Mutter, the German violinist, because
she gave up everything to dedicate herself to her music.
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And the winner of the Junior division is:

From South African College High School in
Cape Town, Emmanuel Rassouw
Emmanuel enjoys athletics and has
represented Western Province at hurdles.
More recently he has taken up cross-country
and enjoys jogging up Table Mountain twice a
week with his classmates. He would like to
have dinner with:


Elon Musk – to try to understand
how he comes up with all his
inventions especially his latest
crazy Hyperloop project.



His late mother – so that he can
be with her once last time and
tell her how much he loves her.

The 2018 SAMO Junior medallists
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Senior medallists (Grades 10-12)
th

th

Joint in 8 position

Joint in 7 position:

From Parklands College in Cape Town, Emile Tredoux

From Hoërskool Jan van Riebeeck in Cape Town, Emil van der
Walt

Emile enjoys gaming, Mathematics, programming and watching
anime. He intends to study Actuarial Science next year. He
would like to have dinner with 3 of his friends and fellow
medallists - Emil, Adri and Taariq.

From Rondebosch Boys' High School in Cape Town, Razeen
Parker
Razeen enjoys playing table tennis and basketball. He is looking
forward to studying and working as an engineer. He would like
to have dinner with Nikola Tesla, who held secrets about
wireless electricity and a number of other inventions.

th

In 5 position

From Eden College in Durban, Aaron Naidu
Aside from mathematics Aaron enjoys playing chess, gaming
and watching sci-fi/superhero movies and series. He is
considering studying Computer or Actuarial Science. He would
like to have dinner with 3 clones of himself, because he
treasures good company 

Emil is a generic mathematics Olympiad kid that also happens
to like fishing. He plans to study Computer Science. He would
like to have dinner with Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, because
he could provide some evening entertainment.
From Parel Vallei High School in Somerset West, Du Toit
Spies
Du Toit will study Astrophysics and Computer Science at the
University of Cape Town next year. His proudest mathematics
moment has to be when he was in Grade 1 and his teacher
asked him to explain fractions to a Grade 5 class.

th

In 4 position

From Fairbairn College in Cape Town, Taariq Mowzer
Taariq is a dedicated, optimistic and extroverted grade 11
learner. He would like to have dinner with his mother, Jamie
Oliver and Gordon Ramsay. Hopefully she can learn a thing or
two 
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nd

rd

In 3 position

In 2 position

From Rondebosch Boys' High School in Cape Town, Timothy
Schlesinger

From Curro Durbanville in Bellville, Adri Wessels

Timothy is a devoted Christian and enjoys mathematics
(obviously), gyming and watching television series. He would
like to have dinner with Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton and
Elon Musk - he believes the conversation would be quite
stimulating.

Besides the obvious interest in Mathematics, Adri also enjoy
programming and challenging puzzles. His career aspirations
range from doing research in Mathematics, Physics and
possibly Genetics. He also would like to have dinner with
Elon Musk, Albert Einstein and Isaac Newton, because he
admires their revolutionary work and would love to talk to
them about how they got their ideas.

And the winner of the 2018 Senior division of the South
African Mathematics Olympiad is:

From Curro Durbanville, Ralph McDougall
Ralph loves cats and enjoys playing the piano and doing
programming. He plans on studying Electronic Engineering
next year at Stellenbosch University. He would like to have
dinner with Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton and Blaise Pascal
just for the sake of recreating this joke in real life:
“Einstein, Newton and Pascal are playing a game of hideand-seek. Einstein starts counting and Pascal runs off.
Newton stands right where he is and draws a box around
him on the floor. Einstein opens his eyes to start looking and
proclaims, “Ha! I’ve found you, Newton!”.
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ASTEMI awards at Welkom Technical High School
SAMF received funding from DST through SAASTA’s Association of Science Technology Engineering Mathematics and
Innovation (ASTEMI) programme. The funding was utilised towards teacher and learner development in the
Lejweleputswa district in the Free State. A total of 21 schools were selected in cooperation with the district office.
Teachers of these schools attended a short course, endorsed by the South African Council Educators, in
mathematical problem solving skills. The First Round entry fee was waived, allowing 1 707 learners an opportunity
to participate in the South African Mathematics Challenge (SAMC).
During an award function at Welkom Technical High School on the 26 th of October 2018, the following prizes were
awarded:






Thirty one teachers who successfully completed the Teacher Problem Solving Course received certificates.
Three schools with the highest number of learners qualifying for Final Round of the SAMC received
certificates, namely Ntuthuzelo Primary School, Dr M.G. Mngoma Primary School and Mantshebo Primary
School.
The prize for the Best Performing ASTEMI School was awarded to Boitekong Primary School.
Learners who obtained 50% in the Final Round of the SAMC received a Bronze certificate:
Name of Learner
M Steward
O Kubeka
Y Boniswa
M Maleka
S Mooi

Name of school
Boitekong Primary School
Boitekong Primary School
Dr MG Mngoma School
Boitekong Primary School
Boitekong Primary School
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Grade
4
6
6
6
6

Ds d
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Advisory Committee on Mathematics
The SAMF Advisory Committee on Mathematics (ACM) was established in 2013 by the South African Mathematics
Foundation (SAMF) and acts as a voice for the mathematical community on mathematics issues. It aims to improve
the quality of mathematics education in schools, colleges and Universities. The SAMF ACM is composed of
four members - two representatives from the Association of Mathematics Education of South Africa (AMESA) and
two representatives from the South African Mathematics Society (SAMS). The current members are:
Professor Rajendran Govender (AMESA)
Professsor Werner Olivier (SAMS)
Dr Vasuthavan Govender (AMESA)
Dr Belinda Huntley (SAMS)
The ACM advises the government on important mathematical aspects such as Mathematics Curricula, supply and
training of mathematics teachers; research; transitions between educational phases and any other relevant
mathematics education issues that may arise.
It influences policy makers to improve overall mathematics education by supporting the development of
mathematics and mathematics education research. It also promotes the use of mathematical tools in commercial,
industrial and research applications. Some of the reports commissioned by SAMF include Refection on the training
of teachers for the CAPS Mathematics Curriculum, In-service training of secondary school mathematics teachers and
Reflections on the grade 12 Geometry Performance in reflection to the CAPS Curriculum.
The ACM reports can be accessed on http://www.samf.ac.za/advisory-committee-on-maths.
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SAMO Committee honours Ellie Olivier for 20 years contribution
It has been a privilege to work with some of South Africa’s best mathematicians the past 20 years. I have seen the
South African Mathematics Olympiad (SAMO) grown from just over 30 000 in 1997 to more than 106 000 learners in
2018! Efforts have been done, not only to increase participation, but also performance.
Excellent team work has made the SAMO the biggest and most prestigious competition in the country – from
mathematicians who serve on the SAMO Committee to sponsors who made a valuable contribution to the
socioeconomic development of the country to government officials and teachers who realise the value of the SAMO
in order to improve mathematical problem solving skills.
Few people realise that the SAMO is a big, labour intensive project administered and organised by only six SAMF
employees. Their commitment and hard work has made my role as Operational Manager easier and the substantial
increase in participation would not have been possible without their contribution.

Ms Ellie Olivier receiving the 20 year SAMO honorary award at the SAMF national awards from Professor Kerstin
Jordaan, Executive Director of SAMF
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SAMF Supporter

MySchool/MyVillage/MyPlanet (http://www.myschool.co.za/) is one of South Africa's biggest fundraising programmes and
allows you to make a difference, just by shopping. Every time you use your card at any of the partner stores they'll give
back a percentage of your purchase value, on your behalf, to the charity you choose at absolutely no cost to you!
The South African Mathematics Foundation (SAMF) is registered as non-profitable company and aims to advance the
mathematics development and education of South African young people through improved quality teaching and learning of
mathematics, as well as through promoting the importance as mathematics as subject.
Our application to be listed as beneficiary has provisionally been approved. The next step is to submit 50 application forms
before the end of January 2019.
Please consider supporting us by applying for a My School/My Village card or change the beneficiary on an existing card
(you can add SAMF as an additional beneficiary). Your contribution will assist to supplement our income.

We appreciate your support!

The SAMF Team
E-mail: info@samf.ac.za
Tel: (012) 392 9372

Application form available
on
http://www.samf.ac.za/my
-school-my-village-card
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Diarise these 2019 dates
Activity

Date

Closing date for SAMO entries

1 February

ASTEMI Conference (Pretoria/Johannesburg)

19 – 22 February

SAMO first round

12 March

SAMO second round

15 May

AMESA Congress (KZN)

1 – 5 July

PME Conference (Pretoria)

8 – 12 July

International Mathematical Olympiad (UK)

10 – 22 July

SAMO final round

25 July

International Mathematics Competition (Durban)

5-10 August

ASSA South African Mathematics Team Competition

7 September

SAMF Awards function (Cape Town)

14 September

SAMF offices closes

6 December

December Olympiad Camp (Stellenbosch)

9 – 13 December
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